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Neoclassical transport theory around the agnetic axis of a tokamak is studied, in
which relatively wide potato" orbits play an iportant role in transport. Lagrangian for-
iriulation of transport theory, wich has been investigated to reflect finiteness of guiding-
center orbit widths to transport euations, is developeA in order to analyze neoclassical

transport nar the axis for a low-collisionality plasma. The treatinent of self-collision
ter i Lagrangian formulation is revised to retain omentum coservation property

of it. With directly reflecting the orbital properties of all the types of orbits in cal-
culation. the ion thermal conductivity around the axis is found to decrease than from
that pre dicted by conventional neoclasical theory. This result spports recent numerical
simulations which show the reduction of thermal onductivity near the magnetic axis.

Keywords neoclassical transport, potato orbit. finite-width effect

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently noclassical transport in the core rgion of tokainaks aain attracts mch attention. It is0 0
well-known that there apear nonstandard guiding-center orbits near the magnetic axis called "potato"
orbits.' Typical orbit width of potato articles is as larg 2 2 1/3�

,,e as (q p R) where q is the safety factor.

p is the Larmor radins. and R is te major radhis, respectively. In recent tokamak experiments in
reversed-shear confiniration accompanied y th iternal transport barrier (ITB). the measured ion ther-

mal conductivities in te core re-ion sometimes ecome lower tha tose redicted by a conventional

neoclassical transport teory.':' In fact, the standard neoclassical ransport theory475 constructed in the

sniall-orbit-width (SOW) aproximation is ot applicable to te near-axis region ad the orbital roper-

ties of potato particles sould be considered i analyzing transport i tis re-ion Ten, several transport

theories hve been presented to include the effect of potato particles, 6 and Monte Carlo simulations

(so called the f-niethod)") 13 have also been carried ot to calculate the ion thermal conductivity in

the near-axis reTioii. However. there exist differences i the resultant Xs dpending o te odel sed

in aalytical calculations ad neoclassical transport theory in the near-axis region is ot completed yet.

Neoclassical transport theory as sually been discussed i Dilerian rpresentation. Then. te exten-

sion of the theory to te, near-axis re-ion as also bn discussed i an Eiderian manner. However to
include orbital properties i te transport teory. Lagranpian forimilatioill 1 16 was found to b suitable

for a collisionless (banana-reginic) plasina. In this approach tansport phenornetia are described by a r-

duced drift-kincti euatio i the space of three constants-of-inotion (COM) alone a collisionless particle
orbit i a tokamak Te revious works roved that Lagrangian formulation can rproduce te results

obtained from the standard Etilerian formulation bilt in he SOW limit.

The present article is te first application of Laorangian formulation to the near-axis region in which

the finite-orbit-width (FOW) effect becomes really iportant. To utilize Lagrangian transport theory,

we improve te treatment of like-particle collision teri i te formulation to retain the omentum

conservation property I contrast to the other calculations using some analytical aproximations or

calculation rflects qantitatively the roperties of all t pes of particles appearing near te magnetic.y 0
axis. It is found tat the ion thermal conductivity X, obtained y Lagrangian transport teory becomes

significantly lower ta tat redicted y conventional Eulerian theory Or result spports te recent

results of both Monte Carlo simulations and experiments in te core region.

I Sc. 11. aalysis of guiding-center orbit is reviewed ad t lie, classification of orbit types in the COM

space is resented. Te reduced kinetic equation and collision operator in the COM space are derived

in Sec. 111. arid the transport equation is obtained by solving te kinetic euation in Sec. IV. We also

discuss how to compare the neoclassical flux between Lagrangian and Eiderian representations. Transport

coefficients. especially the ion thermal conductivity in the near-axis region is calculated in Sec. V.
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II. PARTICLE ORBIT NEAR THE MAGNETIC AXIS

As pointed out in rent works," " te guiding-center orbit ear the agnetic axis is ot so simple
as i conventional aalysis i which prticle orbit has been classified as passing" or banana". Let s
explain key points in analyzing orbit here.

Consider a guidina-center otion projected on the poloidal cross-section (r, 0) of' a tokamak. Te
magnetic field strength is given as = Bo [I - rlRo) cos 0 ad -valu i assuilied to be constant Te
guiding-center vlocity of a particle is xpressed as v = vb + vd were b = B/ ad v is te drift
velocity in the directio aross te magnetic field lines. To investigate orbit topology. the poloidal angular
velocity is considered I the low-3 approximation, it is given y

19 0,11 b + vj) V9

[1.1 _ (.2 + Cos
ql?,) rQ( 11 2 

where = B(IRo. Oil(, cal se that the contribution of the scond terill. which arises fron v - 170,
is proportional to r a ten it becomes significant whe a article is approaching te, inapictic axis.t, in

This fact mealis tat orbit topology cannot b classified as il usual way y counting only the turnim,
points of IJ. hve shown") tat te proper way of classifyino orbit is to count oth the turning oints

of '711 and r7o along a particle orbit.
The criterion of lassif�-in- obit tN Tes i shown i Table I. all(] examples of orbits are sow i Figs.
ad 2 Hre w it-,(, some new naine,, of orbit t -pes which are characteristic of the near-axis repion.

Outer ad inner-circulatim, particles are localized ()it either side of the magnetic axis. thouph tey (lo
not hame (71, like passing articles. Kidne orbitsis encircle the axis. though tey are trapped i te
innanetic inirror like ananas W distinmish concave-kidnev orbit from kidney orbit. accordim, to te
turning points of .

Stich a detailed classification as bov i needed to identif�y article orbit i the (E. t� r)) space in
which we will discuss Laarailuian formulation froin the next section. Hre. is te energy. p is te
niaoiletic moment ad (r) is the radial osition averaged over oe poloidal period. The region of ach
orbit ype i te ((r). A,,) plan(, for E 1keV hydrogen ions is sow i Figs. 3 a 4 Hre. A,) - tB,)1,F
is the ormalized naonctic moment. Te circl i Fi-. 3 corresponds to the fattest banaila orbit in0 0
Fia. 1. of which width is 2(2q 2 2,))I/:l where p = ,/Qo. Potato orbits. of wich typical width becoilles
Al (q2pl RO) /3. correspond to tose appearing aromid

(,12,)2((r) A) - ( R0'1:', ± qj)1Ro)'1' (2)

in Figs. 3 ad 4 For the convenience of otation. we introduce a typical sniall radhis

t' = 2(2q2p2 &113.10 (3)

Wher = hi/Qif) is the armor radins of termal ions. I this article. we se "potato particles" to
describe those which appear < r < r with their orbit width being A, rp,

One of te iportant features i Figs. 3 ad 4 is tat tere re some overlaps i re-ions of orbit pesn 0 y

around the sonoritie prt of te boundary 12 I overlapped regions, particle orbit cannot be identified
only by te value (E. it. r) Therefore te criterio i Table I should be aopted to identity orbits.

As approachim 2 banana oncave-kidney) orbit bifurcates ito a kidney a a ounter-passing
(inner-circulatino) orbit as sown i Fig. 5. Such barely-transit articles are almost stagnated at (r. t)n 0

((r).7r). NV(, call the solid-line art of 2 --the transition boundary" ereafter. Tere is t oher type
of stagnated particles ppear o the boundary 11. They are outer-circulating particles stagnated at
(r. ) = ((r). 0 ad ov oly i t, toroidal direction. Conventionally sch particles have been regarded

as bailaila articles il the limit cl - 0 bt il fact stagnation occurs wen � becomes zro o Z 0
plane, and stapiated particles have finite cl. Note tat oil te dashed-line art of 12 the lft side from
the triangle niark i Fio. 3). bifurcation of' orbit ys does ot ocur. Tis boundary corresponds to
inner-circulatim, obits with zero-width like outer-circulatim, particles at 11.

One advalltaye ill usill" (E. /I. t) (or (i as a set of C0T\I variables is tat. in te collisionless limit,
the, position-like variable (r) chanpes continuousIv wen crossiliry the transition oundary. Oil the other
hand! -,0 its(,( i Ref'. 15. which is the ininor-radili, of olle f two crossim, oints of orbit wit Z = plan(,.0
chan-es discontimiously at the transition boundarv. It is also practical to choose r) as the position-like
variabl i tat (r) is tl mst suitable vlue to represent the lowest-order approximation of the particle
position.

Finiteness f orbit wdth appems o he repion f ach orbit type I the zero-width hinit. bananan

particles xist i the ran( - < A,) < I (r) wer = rl& I rality. however. tis simple
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analysis is not valid for the region < r) ;� rp in which potato orbits appear. Moreover. because
of the finiteness of orbit width, there are no particle exist at (r < qp. The existence of oter- and
inner-circulating particles can be found oly if the finiteness of orbit width is considered, and they have
not been treated in the conventional eoclassical transport theory, or i the recent studies treating the
near-axis region. However, it will affect transport around the axis because some of them have large orbit
width A, - r,

Ili the forthcoming sections, we will derive Lagrailgian formulation of neoclassical transport theory
which call include the orbit properties near te agnetic axis discussed here.

III. KINETIC EQUATION IN LAGRANGIAN FORMULATION

A. Reduction of the kinetic equation

Consider a axisymmet ric configuration. We use the agnetic coordinate system where 0 0,
is the poloidal flux. te poloidal angle, ad the toroidal angle, respectively. Te electroniangnetic field

is represented as = I( V( x V0 and E where I = RA ad we assurne tat the field
is time-independent. Three constants of motion i an axisymnictric configuration are

m" v 2 M I2

- + + jLB + (4a)
2 2

it = � (41))
2B

PC R V (4c)
e,

where t-11 = vb, v = v-vjjbj ad t sbscript a denotes particle secies. The start point of Lagrangian
formulation of neoclassical transport theory is the drift inetic equation i a Eulerian representatio in
the (x. C. p) space.

(X, C. p. t + Y C.1'. (5)at
where d1dt. x is te guidin-center ositio ad C,,,, is a collision operator. Note tat q. (5 is
independent of the rophase W change te independent variables i eq. (5 ito three constants of
motio i the collisionless limit Z I Z2, Z3). and the other three variables (�,. i�. ;i(j). One cal coose all
arbitrary set of independent variables (z, i). In this paper. we coose (��4. i5� i; = (, (. ). while z = ,
-2 = p ad Z = 4") instead of P�. () represents te, averaged radial position of a particle orbit. The
orbit avera-e operator for ay fnctio az, i) is defined as

(a) -'d(do a(z. i), (6)47r2 J'
T,

where

Tr, _ / dO
(7)

is the poloidal period of an pticle orbit. Note that t he integral is carried ot alone oe poloidal circuit
of te article orbit. Note also that we call se Z3 � (r) instead of (ib) when it is convenient. By sing
the st of variables (z, i). eq. (5) is transformed ito

a a ,
-f" (Z. O� 0 + ar = Cab- (8)
at 0(

where the property 01e) = 01a = is used.
We introduce here a ordering parameter as

V, f f TI I (9)C

where vff is a typical collision frequency. Tis assumption corresponds to the condition tat the pasilla
is i t collisionless regime, or the bariatia rgime. In q. (8). 0fl0t and Cb are assumed to be 06,)
so that te variables (, p7 �0)) call really e te constants of otion throuph the lowest order i .
Expandingf, with �,, te lowest part becomes
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�,`f = , (10)ao
where we omit the subscript a. On the other hand, from the conservation of volume in the phase space,
one has

I a (J,, A 9 J� di)- - = ,
J a (it J� 9i dt

where .1. * ) is the Jacobian of the transform (xv) (zi). Since dz/dt 0 to 060), one obtains

Jo (9, (12)

fo fo (9, A, 0)) (13)

Next, by using eq. (11) OP) part of e. (8) can be written as

a a do a Oz
-fO(Z-t)+-- 1�1_fl r yo) (14)
dt J�� (go ( dt J, Oz 01V

where the rialit and side is drived from the fact that the collision term call be written in the diveruencein 0

for i the velocity sace C(f = v r(f). The last procedure is to take the orbit average of eq. 14).
It yields

j, � z -ry))) (15)
& .1 0 bv

where fo is sed to ephasize t liat is a funct ion of , p. t), and

JJE- [L� =_ 47r2.JoTp (16)

is the Jacobian in the (e. p7 ii,) sace. The collision term is also averaged over a particle orbit. Thus
we obtain a reduced drift-kiiietic equation i the (E.ju. (0)) space.

B. Jacobian

Here. w drive the explicit form of te Jacobian J dfined i eq. 16). First. consider te transform
from Cartesian coordinate system (x. v) to the guiding-center variables (�. 0. (. E. p� ). Te Jacobian of
the transform is 20

B. (17)
(B VO) 'm 2 1.1.1 I'

where B. = B[l + rjj/Q)b V x b]. By cliangin- to its orbit avera,,Cd alue we obtain the st of
variables (z. i = e. it. u). O� Therefore. the Jacobian J- can be written as J_ Jji) 10( 1 To
determine J_ we se te conservation of P� (of its - ro-averaged form)

P( I,.,, con-st.

Taking orbit average of both sides, it becomes

Differentiating both side- by (�,), we ave

1 a I a I a I (20)
a�, Q A t)(0) a(�') Q I'll

Note that all partial derivatives in eq. 20) are taken with E, p, and being kept constants Next, by
using the equation of guiding-center motion. 20 one obtains

v Vo 11B VO 1 (21)
B. I , ( Y)]
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Then, combining eqs. 17), 20) and 21) yields

1 11 - 6.1, (22)
m2j�j

where

(9 I
- -VI] (23)
(9(v)) ( Q )

Thus one can confirm tat .1�1 = Jo i eq. 12) is independent of 0. Finally, combining eqs. 16) and
(22) , we obtain the Jacobian in the (E. p7 (0)) space

Jr = 47r 2 -r,,Il - &I. (24)

In a nmerical calculation. the poloidal period rP can easily be determined. As concerns 6, it should
be noted that, fro e 19).

(25)

where (�,, ) 0*) is the position at wich a particle crosses its averaged flux srface We
call it "the averaging point" of an orbit. Ten, eq. 23) is iterpreted as

6* IVII (26)
a 0) (go Q

where 90*/O(O) represents the displacement of the averaging point. Fortunately. however, we can be
estimate that I - 6* -_ for almost all particles as sow i Aendix A. Though we retain the term

- * in the drivation of transport equation hereafter. it is approximated to be nity i the nmerical
calculations.

An important roperty of arises from the factor -r,, for particles which are stagnated o Z = 
plane. Remember tat tere are two yes of the stagnated orbit. Oe type is the outer-circulating
orbit stagnated at ( '.0 = i,,5).O) oi te boundary i Fig 3 and te other is stagnated orbit0 0 - n

at 0) 7r) (oi te transitio bundary 12). Approachin- te 11 boundary. orbits resemble a
pendulum otion in the Z direction with a ifinitesimal oscillations Therefore, r,, remains finite on 11.
Oil the other hand. rp when approaching the 12 boundary Then, we, have

IiiiIiIJ = finite. (27a)

,!illI12.1 = :)C. (27b)

XVP hav sown hat i the (.6. /z. (t )) space. there re soine overleaps i regions of orbit tYpes Ten.
,J,,(z) and f (z) are -Generally inulti-valued fnctions of z depending oil te orbit ypes W itroduce the0
si,,-n t to indicate the orbit type of ach particle. The notation .1,(z ad f(z) implicitly ean tat they
also depend o r,: 1, = .1 (z. at). etc.

C. Collision operator

To obtain transport equations in te (E. p. (0) sace. we ned to valuate the change rate of COM by
collisions. First, consider te collision ter i Eulerian representation 21

C.t, K,,,, j (13 VI U V _ VI) [').fl M.fl (VI) no" f V) Off (VI) (28)
0V 0V Irlb �) I

where

VV
U (V = - -

V1 VI"
22 In A

K. = e aeb
87re:2771,2a
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Substituting eq. 28 ito ie averaphip operator q 6 we otain the exact description of thet, ?-I 0
orbit-averaged collision terni I 

Af, (z) + D f. (z) (29)

oal, .1, Oz [ Oz

where

Oz
A = K,�,, (]:,VU(v V (z (30a)

I 1) , OV OV,

Oz Oz
D = K d Vfi, (Z') U (V V) (30b)

OV OV

Note tat z i eq 3 is finictional hpendin', oil 9

Z' + (z

where arises froin the finiteness of' particle orbit width I tis slls(,. the averaged collision terin q.
(29) as non-locality. Moreover. since cq. 29) is a iite-ro-differential function. it is ot suitable to
solve analyticall some approx

y. Therefore w nd iination to handle collisio oerator i Laoranpian
formulation.

Froin here oil. Nve consider only h in transport because the ITOW ffect near the magnetic axis is
important for ins W ne"Iect the ioll-electroll erin Ci,, since it issinaller tan the ion-ion terin Cii by a
factor Ali vasy approximation fr collision terin is the Lorentz oerator. which ad been used
in the fundamental tudy of Laoranpian formulation y Bernstein ad olvig. bt it does not conserve
momentmil. It is well-known tat the inomentuin conservation property of like-species collisions plays
ail important rol i transport theory. Therefore w s hr a model (collision operator wich conserves
the parallel momentum locall 'v so tat the transport equation may reproduce the result otained from
Dileriail formulation i the SONN, limit.

The model collision operator is "ivell ill he following l-11122

Ci U, (c I VV) + Vi Al 
2 OV T

where aq is a ffinctional of aild is a ocal Maxwellian. Collision frequency vi is fined as

3 V"-
V, . 7r !J c, (32)4 T, c3

where (,i clumi ad

11, Z" C I A
Ti :j7r:1/2F2jTj2j.3

I i

(c) (c + (c)
2c

(c) J (:33c)
V 7"

Here. all is determined to con-;erve the parallel momentum

J J v ICj (f, 0. (34)

Then. siibstituthip q. (31 ito tis equation yields

T, d. vV, 1"ll.f. (35)
2oX1

where

It is convenient to rewrite q. (31 i thc divergence forin. by noting OfA /Ov -(mv1Tjjl
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Vi
Ci(fi) = KV(V) f� !!� Wf�A)j (37)2 ijv &V T

where V(v) A - vv ad w = vb - 7jjv. Since V v 0 nd w v = , te model collisio oerator
eq. 37) also conserves particle number ad eergy.

Finally, by taking tile obit average of eq. 37). we obtain the orbit-averaged odel collision operator

a Vi ci 0z dz 0A az
2 . av -�Z- A0z J,� a ,1, �� v ( T & Wf, (38)

We eglect here te variation of v along a ion orbit because, though typical in orbit width becomes
i' in

as large as A, - r there. experiments sow that dnsity and temperature rofiles near te axis are flat.
Note also tat we neglect te variation of alon a particle orbit i averaged collision terms. To esure
this approximation, it it assumed that

>> d�r)

and c is evaluated as

2
(40)

� 111,

In eq� 38) w eed to evaluate ezleN. It is immediately sow tat

AF
- = Tr) V.
0V
dy MV-L

0V B

We also need the expression of (�(V)/Ov. Tis factor is inip()rtant i Lagrangian formulation. because it
measures the rate of exciusion i averape radial position of a particle y scattering i the velocit space.n LI y

call be obtained b taking artial derivative o oth sides of q. 19). It gives

0M I e) /,I'll
0V Q W Q

b + + + (41)ae Ov 0P, 0 0)

In a previmis work." this fctor is treated aproximately a, a stel)-finiction

041) - -I b Banana).
0V Q (42)

d(o) 0 (Passing).
0V m

in the SOW limit. However. te estimation abov neds some xplanations. Note that 0(1,,1,)/0v call e
decomposed as al v + ab. Since V v = w v 0. we need to rtai oly te b component of te
derivative. Nthip eqs. (23 ad 2 we otain

(1 - A,:) b. (43)
0V Q

where

(44)

For tl cnvenience f otation w intro(hice a ftor as follows

o�(,) - -- f(z.0:(Tj) 1b. (45)
0V

Later. it is sow tat w do ot need the explicit form of A, to cculate transport coefficients as
pointed ot i Ref. 14 a te (Estimatio i q. 42) works well i he SOW iit.
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IV. NEOCLASSICAL FLUXES

A. Derivation of transport equation

We now expand the reduced kinetic euation (15) by a small ordering parameter

6b < 1. (46)
L

where A, is a typical orbit width and L is a typical gradient scale length of plasma pressure. Though '.
for ions becomes large in the near-axis region, the condition 46) can be satisfied since L also becomes
large there.

The orderings we pt in eq. (15) is as follows. 0110t is assumed to be 06�2) as is often called transport-
ordering". For the parallel flow. we pt a plausible ordering that uilllVthi - 06b)- Concerning partial

derivatives d/Oz, 010C and 0101i are treated as 06,). while (9/0(0) 0(61). Collision operator is then
,(O + ,(I) + 20(2)expanded in 1, as With the expansion f = f + 6bl + 212 the 060)b b

part of e. (I 5) for ion becomes

- (0) 1 0 Jj [101L all afto
C.,' (k) = -- [\- V 0. (47)J(. a 1, 2 a

Because aEl&v -V = oly p-derivative apears in q. 47). Then, any distribution function fo

independent of [i is the solution of this euation. However. we adopt here the averaged collision operator

16of its exact form shown i e 29) for (o). Then te solution of f becomes the local Maxwellian

3/2 9 - e,(D

LO = Fit 'Ft' ex - (48)
( 27rTi T

where ni. T ad iD are defined as functions of (i�).

The definition of i is not eual to te flux-surface averaged density n0). First, consider te particle

number per nit (il,) as follows

J; (?P)) dedpJJo (E.ju_ o,,). (49)

Then. hj((�,,)) is defined as

41 (50)

dV

where V' is the volume enclosed bv a = const surface. The numerical factor is iven by

A,, dV (27rTi )3�2 dedp.1,_ exp 9 eD (51)

d�., rni T

If () is away fro te agnetic axis and the orbit width is arrow. A,, ad nj((�,)) -_ ni(o) Wen

approaching 0, owever. A,, becomes large because the integral region in the (E� p) plane is sall0 0
there. Note that , is nearly proportional to A` near the axis. assuming that the densit profile in te71 y
real space is flat i te range r < r., Tis assumption is valid when considering te core region with

ITB Ten. it is a simple ad plausible assumption tat nj(�, eve i the near-axis

region.

Before proceeding to te 0(fil,) equation. let s consider the order expansion of te moinentlitil-restoring

terin in eq. 38). Since ill ad vary alon a article orbit, we expand it as0

Bou-ill

�(wffv) B Io T� ((O ) fj� (z) + AI I z, 6).fio (z). (52)

Here. TK is te lowest-order approximation of all chosen properly so that All becomes 061,). The

reason why we expand it i this way is a analogy with the fact hat te neoclassical flux i the radial

direction i Eulerian representation, is proportional not to (LiII)4, bt to (IujlI1B),p,5 where ),p means

the flux-surface average. Then, sbstituting eq. 52 ito eq. 38) yields

8



a J, Vi 19Z az afi mjBoV-II I C9Z
V 'V)

J, 9z 2 M OW ) az Io T. B &v

az
-mi _ .WAI1 Al) (53)� av

Now consider the 06b) equation of kinetic equation )(f I) -Oz')(.fjo), or written it down explic-
itly,

V a V a T� alo
J, Op J'ju B ap JA Q, 'I'll ) a(0)

+MAOT-ill IVII O (54)
IoT

To solve eq. 54) for fil, it is rewritten in terms of driving forces k as

-3LO, a(YA

i"Vil) E FA a (55)
A 1

where

F = d hih i +ei &D (56a)

WW T-i (11
d I T

F2 d (0) (56b)

M, f i 0 TT (56c)

IOZ

and

CII = J,�VjJL Pf VII (57a)
�Qi ) �

2 _ P ", (57b)
(t2 = C - JC'V41 -1.11I 2 (�Ij

(Z3 = JA11 Qj (57c)� IV` 

Introducing the perturbed distribution flInCtiOn AV- IL. (t,-) wich stisfies

(58)

fil a be expressed as

Al gA7 FA. (59)

k I

Thus the first order equation i f01111d to have a similar forin to tat by Bernstein et a"' though we,
succes.�fiilly include the momentuni-restorina term y introducing a aditional driving force 3.

Next. consider 0612) art of te reduced kinetic quation
afffl 0(2) (fio + 

'i I)
Ot + CZ"

[ 12i)fjo 1
-, J" Vi -_f2) 4M + Qj

Ot 'I e0) ej Q, ONI) 10 T fio

+ V ej 'f"' a Jyip I'� u i)f"
Q I oil 'j, (911 Qj OM

771 2 WU +,M, (VI, A,,)+ -V 0. (60)B 11 '91L
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By taking a moment with and p, we obtain the particle transport equation in the (�b) direction

+ 11 0 (61)at O(O)

where te particle flux 11' is give as

'ill (S': " + S'I'rt ) Fk (62)

A iportant point is tat te transport are separated ito thv explicit ad iplicit parts.
S" ad S'T respect ively. 1 1 They ae given as follows

sell L 2)H v (63a)
Qj

22 ((�2 3 fioSli 1: - - -Z (63b)1 2 Qi 2

S', , = - V, (63c)
3 Ci Qj

I � �� ) 1�0

Si rr? IO!JA �1A - - (63d)
.1 Op

where the inner-product is defined s In b d9dpJ, ab.
To obtain the energy transport equation. the moment to be taken is dgdpIIV' were VV = -n

ej�D((O))- Define here

Qi EJ dEdpJVVfi,)� (64)

which is the surn of the kinetic ener- of articles with the saine (). The se of partial integrals yieldsOy
the energy transport equation

3,ji Ti dD
at OM J, +2 d(O) (65)

where J represents the conductive ion heat flux

,I-i :3

": )Fk. (66)
T -2kL

where

�V -f2 2_ 3
sl�, I C. A0 (67a)�2j 2)

�Vt 2 (C2_ 3 2 fo

S,2121, z - (67b)
Qi 2

2-, ((.2 _ 3 f�o
S�,3- �Vi- (67c)

C i Qj 2

02 09A

S,-z, J, 0 I (67d)

The right hand side of eq. 65) describes work done y te radial ion current.

B. Properties of transport coefficients

SimA iportant property of the transport coefficients S)k is te symmetry of the iplicit part St m..jk ki

This ca b sown by as follows. First. integrating both sides of eq. (58) y it yields

10



aj 'j" Vi (68)
f,0 B all( 7�1 ) A�"j

where the integral constant is zero from the boundary condition. Then, one obtains

S.m dEdpa d9k
k

Olt

dEd,.J v 'U ag., aA. (69)
f,0 B aa i)p

This euation is symmetric in j and V therefore iplicit coefficients are symmetric.
One can also find that te explicit part has a symmetry ,` S,�'f Ten. it is natural to seek the2 1

third flux which satisfies the symmetry Alex. "�r:A. Sk3

S7j )A. (70)

J3 A A:,
k 1

Now we show that the proper definition of the third flux is

I= 2nik, A-
'13 Ti Q V., 4?' (71)

Notina that means the flux-surface average. we ave

2r dfl I B.7r2
J3' 4 V B dE'dp' III-2 I.,., I Vj (I.?') 1 fiB

i

47'22ir
0')ojj'B.f,, 9 vp')MI B V B dE'dp'd0'6((0) ap

47r2 f 2r dO I 00 (9
- d9'dj1'd(�,)' - orjjtB.vjp1-fi-
7712 .10 B V B J

Next, distribution function is expanded as

(9fi P� afioa (IfLo + f +(9P ap fto - A Li, eivil (9p (72)

where

Qj Qj (73)

represents te deviation from an istantaneous particle position to its aeraged flux-surface, and we use
the relation o9�0)/,Yv -OA-q,/dv. Using es. 20 ad 21) ad changing tile, order of itegrals we
have

dO IcIl 0JL dEdplfL 1 - .1
CIL "I? 71,- B p

�J2-) also + Vi �) Af,,]
(74)

ei Qj ap,

Note here that the implicit coefficients 53A. are written as follows, by its definition,

03 i)gA. dEdyJvj '�A (75)

sw I Gi)Qj gp

Then. comparing eIs. 74) and 75) oe finds that the explicit coefficients for are -iven as follows



S�� �Vi .01 Se (76a)
ei Qj 13

'57;' L'i ,, ( 2-, ' ) A = S2Z3 (C2

2 ej Qj 3 1 (76b)2
S3, r= 0.

3

Thus we obtain the 3 x 3 symmetric coefficients for both explicit and implicit parts. (76c)
TO close transport equations, we must eliminate the additional driving force F3 introduced to include

the parallel momentum balance. For this purpose, we choose uill as follows

QiO (Ia�11)
Io�0) 41 Q (77)

The factor (h 2) �" where h B61B, is needed to retain the ambipolarity in the SOW limit, as shown in
Appendix C. By sing tis definition. eq. 70) can be solved for F�-j. It yields

F3 -d(S13F + S23F2), (78)
fli/cl JO!P2 dV 2 a,

(h S32,n (79)
Ti io 3

where Sk = + S 2 is the total transport coefficients. Finally, neoclassical fluxes are rewritten in the.jk )A
following form

Ili Al A12 F,
'j2 T A2 A22 F2 (80)

where

All = S1 135137 (81a)
A12 A21 = S12 - S13S23? (81 b)

A22 = S22 - 3S23 (81c)

Thus the rsulting transport atrix AjA i Lagrangian formulation is shown to be Onsagar-syminetry as
same as i Enlerian formulation.

Next. let s calculate the total coefficients The perturbed distribution functions gk. are needed to
calculate te implicit part. From q. 68), we obtain

'9 I- A -tvIIA) (82a)
01L -/ B) f O'

�)!/2 _ ((.2 :1 ) /9')ap - 2 (n), c2 / B) AO (82b)

0g:3 (82c)
0A

From here on, we, s(,, the aproximation I�, I RoBo� which corresponds to the low-3 pasma. For
j jk 1. or 2 sing eq. 44) yields.

k-2
I2 V "U �h( - 2) (C2 AO

ejQjo (1 )2 hi--2) 2
( 11

37rI�'iijp','0qRo fp C, (C2 3)j i-k-2
(LrdAO - y(cj)Ao (h -

8TjBO Ef (1 - 6.) 2 (h,1,2)at

3 7r I(") p2)qRo -
Kr, Bo (8:3)

where x exp(-E/T), AO = tBOIE, and 'T. = TpVthi/qRo, respectively. We call SA the normalized
transport coefficients. In the equation above. the terms which are proportional to A, and A2 are exactly
canceled. In a similar way, one has
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. I
15 2 3 .7

9j3 = f dxdA,,-TCi C. y(ci)Ao (h - ±LIZ (84)
Z__d z 2 (h.V2)
Olt

g33 = E.JdxdA0fjciy(cj)A0±ft� (85)
(hV2)

at I I

Note that eq. 83) differs from eq. 84) only by te factor ( - 1. Therefore, this difference
is eglected in the final calculations, and the approximation S3 Si, and S23 = S12 are used. As a
complement, we define

8BOICI (IV
_(h 933 (86)

37rqRo do

so tat eq. 78) can be rewritten as = O(S13F + S23F2)-

In the SOW limit, hvjj )2 = for banana particles, while (Itcl, )2 - h 1_72 for pssing ones. Therefore
transport coefficients other tan S.33 are determined mainly by the banana art. Because of this separation
of the contribution to transport between banana and passing. the aproximation of 0)lav as in eq.
(42) sed in Ref. 16 ends tip in the same result as te SOW limit of eIs. 83) to (85). However, by sing
the exact solution for Sk, we can include the contribution for neoclassical transport not qalitatively,
but quantitatively. from all the orbit-types of particles appearing in te near-axis re-ion. The magnitude
of contribution of ach particle is evaluated by the factor (h - (1L'jj)'1(h-v2).

In the present aalysis. we improved te treatment of collision term to retai te momentum conser-
vation low. Since we consider oly the ion-ion sf collisions ere. J must vanish in the SOW limit. It is
shown in Appendix C that Al I ad A12 bcome zro i tis limit. and terefore J vanishes intrinsically.
Thus Lagrangian transport theory applied to te region away fro t axis, where potato particles do
not appear and the SOW limit is valid. reproduces conventional Euleriari transport theory.

C. Comparison with Eulerian transport theory

The representation of fluxes in eIs. 61) and 65) from Lagrangian formulation are different from those
in the standard neoclassical transport theory based o Eulerian rpresentation. Te former describes the
change in )V, and Q wich are funct ions of averaged particle osition t wile the latter describes the
change in n ad pi = aiT through radial fluxes averaged o a magnetic srface �!. Then. the comparison
of neoclassical flux etween these two representations is not straightforward. Let s consider this problem
here.

As a preparation w itroduce a normalizing factor for Q as follows

3
Aq((0)) _hiTiV1Qz-1

2

3T, 27rT, �/2
V ded/1'.1, W exp (87)

2 T

where V' (0)). Aq as a similar roperty to A,, iii q. (51). The particle flux and te heat
flux are redefined as

/V'. (88a)

qi 'J2 (88b)

so tat tey represent fluxes er unit cross-section. Note tat q differs from its general definition by i
since we adopt = dInTi/d(�.) as a driving force rather than the ressure gradient Ten transport
equations are rewritten as follows

Oft i A,, (V."F,) 0, (89)
at v, �!)

it, T ) + [V' (qi + 'FiT,)] -Aeiri (90)
7- 2 V, OF) 2 d(O)

where we assume that the time variation of ATL and Aq is slow compared with that of X and Qi. These
transport equations have the same dimensions as those of a standard Eulerian representation. 4 In the
SOW limit. A,, and Aq becomes nity, and eqs. (89) and 90) reduce to the Eulerian representation.
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As will be shown in See. VC A, a(] Aq is nearly nity around the region (r - rp though te
finiteness of the potato width si.-nificantly afflicts the transport coefficients there. Only in te region
(r) ;� pio they become inuch larper tan nity Ten, the qualitative difference in Fj ad qj betw(XvIl
two representations are ot so much sipfificant as far as we are interested i the neoclassical transport
around (r - rp.

V. CALCULATION OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY

A. Definition of collisionless regime

In thissection w calculate the ion thernial conductivity i t near-axis region. As a preparation, let
us rconsider te efinition ofthe collisionless reoini i which Lagran,,iaii aproach is valid.

Usually. the collisionless (or banana) repinie is defined as follows

T1, - qR,) f i. _V�V,

"'i qR0 <
valif3/2

since banana articles xist in the rng I 11 < rVi I Etilerian representation. collisions cuse diffusion
oil] i the velocity space a ten he colli,,ionless r inte call he defined as aove I Lagrailgian.
representation. however. collisions bring about iffusion directly i the () direction throug te factor
e)(�i!)10cjj. Tis fact invails tat te ffect of scattering oil each article differs according to this factor.

Remember hr tat. as mentioned i Sc. IVB, transport coefficients (-all be obtained by using the
estimation that

(banaila) , (92)
01.11 0 (well - passing).0

In tile near-axis region. potato particles can be assuined to ave 0(o)/Oul - IIQ like bananas. Te
transition of orbit topology of a otato particle occurs wen their averaged radial positio cance as
large as its orbit width '. - r or

/3
qp10
Ro (93)

To change ) as large as A- pitch-aii-le scattering of the magnitude

qpio /3

01,11 Ro

is needed Terefore o te analogy of q. 91). te effective collision frequency for potato ions call be
defined as

1 ( 1?'0 2/3
- (94)

C T, � qpio

On the other hand, p for potato articles is estimated s

qR0 ( R'0 1/3 (95)

T�

From eq. 94 ad 95) w obtain

�Po = e
rffT71)')1 << 1

z2 (u, B( R 2 2/5
<=� Ti > I 0 (96)

(Inil'al P)1/5

where T keV) n 120111-:3) and 'trip is the ass of proton. For example, if Bo 4T, R 4ni and
ri - 1 X 120,11-3 fj. 1V(jr(_c1l i(Il the T >> 5keV is needed for the collisionless assumption. Note that
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the criterion eq. 96) corresponds to that from the sual definition of , in eq. 91) evaluated at r -_ rp
as mentioned in Ref. 13.

In reality, barely-transit potato particles have much longer Tp tan te estimation in eq. 95). Then,
particles around the transition boundary 12 in Fig. 3 break the collisionless-assumption 6 < 1. Treating
these collisions] particles in Lagrangian transport theory like the banana-plateau transition in the stan-
dard Etilerian theory' is not considered here. Therefore, or calculation corresponds to the collisionless
limit of neoclassical transport.

B. Ion heat flux

In Eulerian transport theory. the ion heat flux is expressed as follows

qj - nix' d In Ti, (97)
T d.

where XI is te ion thermal conductivity in the r direction. Here. qj in the form as above is the result
of (i) neglecting ion-electron collisions. and (ii) ri = because of the omentum conservatio i ion-ion
self collisions. In Laoranoian approach. however, the condition Fj = is ot itrinsic I reality, the
momentum-restorintr term SI3F3 in Ji cannot exactly cancel SjIF + S12F2, especially i the region
near te agnetic axis. Tis is bcause of te non-local ature of Lagrangian formulation ad partially
because oly the lowest order expansion of in,, is included I te resent alculation. we rewrite the
transport equation in eq. (80) to eliminate F,

(T.) -
qi S12 F (r) - nij)( In T. (98)
T S11 I I d (r)

2 2 -23q P10
Xi 327r(C)2 1322 - (99)-ri 311

where q. pio. and T, are evaluated at r (r) ad we change here the radial coordinate frorn () to (r).
The ion eat conductivity X('� defined i tis way is compared to X though F(') does not vanish here.I I n i

It is well-known that x q 2 2 (F,3/27,) (- isI P10 in Eulerian theory. while the apparent dependence of X,
2�2

q iO/((,:)2T, ). However, Slik away from the agnetic axis is roportional to VI(f:), and X� has the same
dependency as X there.

C. Calculation result and discussion

Numerical calculation of transport coefficients in eq. 83) is iplemented y sing Monte Carlo in-
tegration ethod. In the calculation tst particles which have a iven r) are generated randomly and
uniformly in the phase space (x. AO ;art). where x ad AO are defined in Sc. IV B. Ad, all the functions
in te interand Of Sk . which we write fork (x A. r : at) here. are calculated by tracing each particle
orbit. Ten, transport coefficients at (r) are iven as

N

11111 fjk(x7 -Ao7 , (r); ort J, (100)
N_ L

where N is total number of test particles and (x,, , AO,,; r,.,,) is te position of rt-th test particle in the
phase sace. we can iclude all the types of orbit to transport oefficients. Note that we approximate
1 6 = so that SI I = SI 3 and 2 = S23 

As a example, we calculate the ion thermal conductivity X(,) under the conditions Bo = 4T, q = 3,
T, = 20keV and ni = 1 X 120n,-:'. The radial lectric fiel d1dr is eglected. In this case, typical
potato particles apear in the region (r) :� rj = 0.244m. According to eq. (96) te pasina is well in

the collisionless regime. The alculation result of Xr) is plotted in Fig. 6 For a comparison X by aI I
standard Eulerian teory i the banana regime,' is also plotted. Note tat X is otained by regardingI
r as r).

A significant reduction i X0 can e seen in the region (r) � r Te ain reason of tis reductioni
explained in Lagrangian aproach is that potato particles. wich mainly contribute to the radial transport,
cannot exist in the region r :� r,14 wen observed in the COM sace (S. p. r)). as is show i Fig. 3.
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The FOW effect is thus included in the calculation by reflecting the real population of potato particles
neat the magnetic axis.

In Fig. 7 Aq defined in eq. 87) is plotted. One can see that becomes mch larger than unity only on
the inner-most point (r = 2qpio = 0.03m in this case. As mentioned in See. IV C, simple comparison of
Xi between Lagrangian and Eulerian formulations is possible as long as Aq �-_ 1. Then it can be said that
the reduction of the ion thermal conductivity occur not only when it is observed in the (r)-coordinate,
but also in the real space around r- - r/2. On the other hand, it will be an nderestimation that Xi - 01
at (r = 0.03m because it is almost the same level as the classical transport Xi - �2o/,rj, and also because
of A,, there.

In Fig. 7 we also plot AI I /A22 wich is approximately the ratio of ri to i. Away from the axis it is
almost zero and then Fi can be neglected, while it becomes finite around (r) = r,,/2. It is the FOW effect
that cause the finite particle flux by ion-ion collisions. Since the electron article flux is neglignble com-
pared to the ion flux, radial electric field E will develops to satisfy ambipolarityri =0+ o 07-7,

In or present formulation, however, the anibipolar electric field cannot be calculated correctly, because
it requires to solve dE,.Idt from the particle flux euation, which in trn affects transport coefficients
Ajjj(r), t) through the orbit-squeezing effect of potato particles. 23 It is a future work to determine neo-
classical E, in te core region.

Next. to investigate the degree of contribution from each orbit type to transport coefficients, we plot
in Fig. the factor HI, = (h) for articles at r = 0.12iii ad = 20keV. Since kJ
contains H one can see that not oly banana particles bt also all the potato particles, that is, kidney,
outer-circulating. and inner-circulating articles appearing around the transition boundary, contribute
transport to the same degree. In te nmerical calculation. the factor HI, is evaluated without any
approximation by sing Monte Carlo itegration ethod.

The reductive tendency of Xi i the near-axis region is te common feature of recent simulation
results.1 " Or X(T) also sows a similar dependence on (r) to these simulations, for example, to te
fittincr formula by Lin et al based o a simple randoin-walk odel. This 'StS that the neoclassical
transport iii the near-axis rgion can be explained y the randoni-walk diffusion rocess of the potato.-
center r). However, there is a difference between ours and the others in that te reduction of y compared
to the standard neoclassical value begins at r - r i or alculation. while it begins from somewhat
more oter osition r - 2rP in the other simulations. This may be caused either by the differences of the
profiles, of the treatment of collision terms. or of te algorithms used in each calculation. More detailed
comparison between Lagrangian formulation and 6f simulations will be done in a future work.

VI. SUMMARY

Lagrangian formulation of neoclassical transport teory is applied to the near-axis region (r - p
to include the effect of otato particles in the calculation of ion therinal conductivity. In a collisionless
regime plasma a significant reduction of Xi compared to the standard neoclassical level is found as sown
in Fig. 6 By introducing the factor Aq w show that te direct comparison of Xi between Eulerian and
Lagrangian representations is ossible at t- - r-P,

Since the reduction of Xi occurs froin (r - -P x q'l' te, finiteness of potato orbit on neoclassical
transport will be iportant in a reversed-shear configuration in wich 1-value becomes very high at te
near-axis re(rion. T development of anibipolar radial electric field E,. and its effect o Xi. will be
studied i a fture work.

In the present article. we show that the Lagrangian transport theory is of practical s(! in treating
transport phenomena in which the orbital property of particles is really iportant. This aproach will
also be useful to aalyze other problems treating FOW effects. sch as the bootstrap crrent ear te0
magnetic axis. or the neoclassical transport around the iternal transport barrier i tokama-s were the
tyradient scale length of plasma ressure becomes comparable to typical banana width.
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APPENDIX A: ESTIMATION OF J.

From the definition of 6., we have to evaluate

+ O.. (Al)
a�b 00)

where a. = I vjj /Q evaluated at the averaging point , = (O) 7 0*). The difficulty lies in the evaluation

of First, let s consider the case for orbits which have the trning points of �, that is,
for banana, outer-ci rculating, and inner-circulating orbits. The averaging point of these orbits can be
approximated by the trning points. Therefore, from the equation of in e. 21), aa.lao 1 must be
satisfied on the averaging point. Then, we have

0 &Y,

(A2)a(0) a aa
(go alp

Substituting eq. (A2 ito (Al), we have

2 (aB a2B OB a2 B
--50 52

(M)
02 2

12 B B 0B ( aB AB-a 7 0 IL + rl.1,211 j �)o + 7,9 AB AB0 a �'

Note tat e. (M) is evaluated at the averaging point. Since I.-,, -- at the turning oint of one call see
ID ID

that 6* -- for banana and outer- iiiier-eirculathw orbits. As concern- kidney orbits. we call evaluate
00*1a(o) by approximating the averaging point by te turning oint of fall. Then one also finds that 6.
can be neglected for kidney orbits.

For passing particles. we cannot determine the averaping oint 0* ii a simple way as aove. However.
0 e5 0

for well-passing particles. 00*1a(0 i e (Al) call be negligible. and o cll estimate

aa. 1 OB qJ)
- - * - - - �- (A4)ao B eh" r).

which is negligible when considering r - rp > qp-0
Thus t(, aproximatio - * �-- I is nsured for all ypes of orbit.

APPENDIX B: INTEGRAL IN THE (E. it) PLANE

In the derivation of transport euations. inteorals i t, (E. // pane appear. We prove --,()me propertiesel>
used i t iiite(,ral here. Consider a inteoral of a finiction F

(19 d1jJ( (E. It. 7,,) F(E. it. aj�) (Bl)f
where J, and F also depend on the orbit type ,. Integral region i te it direction is show i Fig 9.n
Al � A2 and p:3 correspond to tile boundaries 11. 2 and 3 i Fig. :3. respectively. The kidney region is laid

betw(vil p2 and it:, ad it is overlapped wit a art of the anana ad co-passing rgions T itegral

path in A is taken i tile direction of arrows i Fity.9.n
To se Gauss's theorem to take moments of tt(, reduced kinctic equation (60). some boundary conditions

are nded. First, consider te oundary i = 0. Hre. noting tat all te integrand aving the formn 0
01a i e 60) are roportional to it Ten te surface integral vanislies there. Second. consider ter,
boundary A3, where a co-passing particle oves into a kidney region. This transitio ocurs continuously.11 t,
since, the difference between kidney ad co-passing orbits is oly tat te former has trning oint of vIl

and te latter does not. Ten, we ave

hin J, p; or, = P) hin 1, (A at = K). (B2)
A-P3 P-PI

Therefore, te srface integral is canceled at ju.3 between co-passin ad kidney, since any pysical value

in the intearand F is also continuous o the boundary.
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O te boundary 2 a banana particle biffireates into a kidney or a counter-passing particle as shown
in Fig. 5. At te limit /I = tL2, the article is stagnated at (7-, = (, 7r). All te values contained in
the inte,,rand F are then evaluated at the stagnation oint O the other hand, Jacobian . becomes?I n

infinity at 12 as is pointed ot in Sec. III. Noting that te kidney and counter-passing orbit at the
boundary correspond to oter ad itiner-sections of a anana orbit w have

hin at = B = lini [J,(ji; (T = K) + (7 - P)]. (I33)
P-P2 P-P2

Therefore. the integrand F for eacli orbit type are required to be continuous on the boundary so tat te
surface itegral on the boundary P2 can e canceled between banana, counter-passing and kidney.

The last condition is on t p p., corresponding to stagnated outer-circulating orbits. In eq. 60),
one can see that all the terms within the 010 oerator have i-711 in the averaged operator As
mentioned i See. II, I,,, is ot xactly zro for stagnated orbits when article orbits are solved strictly.
Then. there remains sall contribution from the srface inte-ral i te irectio we oe takes te
1110111ent of e. 60) to otain c(Is. 61 ad 65). However. tis contribution vanishes i the SOW limit,
since staffnated condition is I,,, = i tis limit. Therefore. the contribution from tile surface integral to
0AQdt and 0Qj10t is (Considered to b ne-h-ibl i tis aper.

As a consequence. the perturbed distribution ffinction gA. niust ave continuous drivative OgAlo on
the boundary /12 ad p:�. Tis fact is sed i eq. 82).

APPENDIX C: TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS IN THE SOW LIMIT

To show that the particle fliix .1�' vanishes i te SOW limit. consider the transport oefficients Si,
and $i"' away from the magnetic axis. W assume a odel magnetic field = Bo (1 - F. cos ) as i Sec.
11. Orbit types considered here are passing a(] anana i a usual sense. and the factor - becomes
unity i this limit. Fro t dfinition of the ormalized transport coefficients eqs. 83) and (85). one
has

$33 SI t + d.rdAotrcjy(c)Ao (it). (Cl)
at

Since vjj b VO in the SOW imit, the integral above can be calculated as

2i't.hi 2 e 2 Y(C) dO Bo
JdxdA0,rjcjy(c)Ao(h) dcc, _Xp-, dAoAo. vjj b VO B

qR( / /Olt IT,

2Bo "Ir dO Ao
qR0 )CI B V0 dA0 ---10, fo Ao/h'

Therefore, we otain

8BoIC dV
S:33 SI I - - (h-) U., (C2)

37rqRo dW

where we ave used the flux-surface average
(111) I (IV

2 = _ _ h 2.

27r JO B

And, combining qs. 86 ad (C2) yields

(C3)

Since AI I c< 1 I (1 and A12 X 912(l - 33 1), the transport atrix A.,k other than A22-component
vanish itrinsically. Therefore, ion article flux does not ocur in Lagrangian formulation in the SOW
limit when oly ion-ion ollision is considered.

Note here that. i the SOW limit. eq.(83) for Sk ecomes the same form as eq. (80) in Ref. 25 since
(hu,11 = for bananas i this limit Ten. te ion thernial conductivity obtained from or formulation
reproduce the result from Eulerian forniulat ion i t lie SOW limit. Though tis property hs already been
proved by Bernstein rt al. e succeed i itroducing the monientum-conservation nature i Lagrangian
formulation.
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TABLE 1. Classification of particle orbits.

orbit type all rro- sign of o11
passing ( ( + or -
banana 2 2
outer-circulating 0 2 + b
inner-circulating 0 2
kidney 2 0
concave-kidney 2 4

'Numbers of trning points.
bFor ions. The sign is opposite for electrons.
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FIG. 1. Examples of particle orbits for = keV ions in the model field Bo = 4T and =3.
The circle and bar marks represent trning points of the sigs ao and all. respectively. Orbit
types are A standard banana. B the fattest bnana. C paming. D inner-circulating, and E
outer-circulating. respectively.
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FIG. 2 ExamphN of kidney (F) and concave-kidney (G) orbits.
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outer-circulating. IC : inner-circulating, respectively. The solid-line part of 12 up to the triangle
mark is the transition boundary. The boundaries 1 ad the dotted-line part of 12 correspond to
zero--width outer-circulating and inner-circulating orbits. respectively. 13 is the boundary between
the kidney and co-passing region-;. The circle mrk corresponds to the fattest banana orbit.
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FIG. 4 Regions of K kidney shaded) and CK : concave-kicinvy enclosed by solid lines) orbits.

The kidney region overlaps with the banana. co-passing. and concave-kidney rgions. A part of
concave-kidney region overlaps with co-pa&sing rgion.
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FIG. 5 Tansition in orbit types. (a) A banana orbit changes into a kidney or a coturter-pak-4sing

orbit according to the position on which the transition occurs. (b) Similarly a concave-kidney

changes into a kidney or an inner-circulatim, orbit.
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FIG. 7 Dpendence of A, defined in eq. 87) (solid line) and the ratio of transport coefficients
AI I /A22 dashed line) on (r).
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